**Libguides 2 - Migration project**

*Why are we moving?*
- Libguides 2 has more features
- Libguides 1 won't be supported after 2015

---

*New features:*
- Libguides 2 is enhanced for mobile devices
- User features to modify content for mobile device screens

---

*Steps of the Migration Process:*
- Self Preparation: Writing a presentation to staff, tips, and checklists available
- Preparation of Libguides prior to migration:
  - Make sure all guides have editors today
  - Libguide editors clean up Libguides prior to migration
  - Libguides get minor clean up
  - Remove Libguides that aren't being used (necessary)
  - Links checked
- Set Migration Date:
  - Confirm Migration Date
  - Update work on Libguides 1.0
  - Content in migration: 4 weeks lead time
    - Gr Of work, date will depend on length
- Post Migration:
  - Post migration clean up
  - More work than expected on Libguides 2.0
  - Add new features
  - Assign futureempty content
  - Make sure deadline/union of work
  - Libguide party drop in announcement session

---

*URL Switchover:*
- Libguides 2.0 beta site becomes live URL switchover (2017)
- Promote New Guides
- Old Libguides decommissioned 3 months after go live (2017/2018)

---

By Sydo.fr
Why are we moving?

- Libguides 2 has more features
- Libguides 1 won’t be supported after 2015
New Features!

- Libguides 2 is enhanced for Mobile devices
- Uses Bootstrap to modify content for Mobile device screens
Images

• Can store all your images in the image manager
• Can access all your images from any Libguide
  • Allows for storing them in folders
• Images can then be moved around without affecting links in the libguide
New Gallery Boxes

Gallery Boxes display a collection of images within a box, with interaction to see the new images.
Database List

- Specific New box for databases
- Allows for the databases to be created as a list of assets, and then accessed from any libguide
- Allows for rating of databases
Submit for review function
Allows for control of editing pages
Function common with websites
New Navigation Options
Left Hand Column Navigation
Previous and Next Buttons at the bottom of the page
History (draft)

This guide provides an introduction to some key resources for study and research in History at the University of Melbourne.

Resources for Medieval/Early Modern history

- Finding journal articles
- Selected reference sources
- Selected collections of primary sources
- Nazi Germany: primary source collections

**Finding journal articles**

*Historical Abstracts with Full Text*

*Historical Abstracts with Full Text* is a resource that covers the history of the world (excluding the United States and Canada) from 1450 to the present, including world history, military history, women’s history, history of education, and much more. This database provides indexing of historical articles from more than 1,800 journals in over 40 languages back to 1955, with over 800,000 records and access to the full text of more than 349 journals and more than 120 books.

*JSTOR*

Full text of more than 200 history journals but sometimes lacks the most recent 3-5 years, so do not restrict your searches to JSTOR.

*Scopus*

Abstract and citation database including up-to-date coverage of a number of archaeology journals.

**Tabbed box with different boxes**

1  2  3

- Taxation Law
Column Spanning Boxes
Box that spans the entire width of the libguide
First box can span width of guide, with boxed underneath in multiple columns
Spanning box can be at the top or underneath
Taxation Law: Commentary

A guide outlining basic concepts and key resources that will assist research of Australian Taxation law

- Home
- Commentary
- General Sites
- Journals
- Taxation Law Journals
- News
- GST, VAT and Sales Tax
- Legislation
- Legislation
- International Organisations

Taxation Law Commentary

Blah blah Taxation law commentary. This Guide provides the best sources for Taxation law. General commentary, Blah

Commentary

- CCH Tax Library provides a large volume of Australian material including current legislation, commentary, journals and case law.
- CCH GST and Sales Tax Guide provides legislation, commentary and case law on GST and sales tax.
- CCH Australian Stamp Duties Law and Practice provides legislation and commentary on stamp duty.
- CCH Malaysian Tax Guides provide reference works on taxation.
- Checkpoint Thomson's tax product (replacing Tax Point). This service provides a large volume of Australian material including current legislation, commentary, journals and case law.
**Mixed contents**

Previously a box was limited in what type of content it could have (Books, catalogue, RSS feed, etc). Now boxes can have a mix of types of content in the one box.
Tabbed Boxes

You can now put tabs within a box (Previously this was possibly only with complicated CSS)
So you can have tabs at the top of the page as well as in individual boxes as well
Steps of the Migration Process

Staff Presentation - Training
Presentation to staff, FAQs and checklists available (7/7)

Preparation of Libguides prior to migration
Make sure all guides have editors (July)
Libguide Editors clean up Libguides Prior to migration (Sept)
Preparation of Libguides prior to migration
Make sure all guides have editors (July)
Libguide Editors clean up Libguides Prior to migration (Sept)
Libguides get minor clean up (Sept)
Remove libguides that aren’t being used/unnecessary (Sept)
Links Checked (Sept)
Set Migration date
Confirm Migration date (23/9)
No more work on Libguides 1 (23/9)
Content is migrated - no going back! (23/10 -
roughly, date will depend on Sringshare)

Post Migration
Post migration clean up (more work than v 1) 23/10 on -

Confirm Migration date (23/9)
No more work on Libguides 1 (23/9)
Content is migrated - no going back! (23/10 - roughly, date will depend on Sringshare)

Post Migration
Post migration clean up (more work than v 1) 23/10 on
Utilise new features
Assign Subject categories
Make sure Database Assets all work
Libguide party drop in assistance session

URL Switchover
Libguides v2 Beta Site becomes live. URL
Assign Subject categories
Make sure Database Assets all work
Libguide party drop in assistance session

URL Switchover
Libguides v2 Beta Site becomes Live URL switchover - (23/11)
Promote New Guides
Old libguides decommissioned 3 months after go live (23/2/2016)
How we can help editors?

- 5 people on LMG can assist
- Comprehensive FAQs
- Libguide 2 "Party"
- Provide Checklist to staff
DLs Role

- LMG will provide specific information on their role (both as word doc and on LMG libguide)
- DLs can assist by making sure their staff make changes before the three major deadlines
- DLs can assist us by making sure all the guides in their area have an owner, based on information we provide (in particular if someone has left)
Why are we moving?

- Libguides 2 has more features
- Libguides 1 won't be supported after 2015
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